Chapter Activities 2010-2011

• Matlab workshop
• Python workshop
• Graduate School Panel for Undergraduates
• Movie night
• Social Event at Phipps Conservatory & Botanical Gardens
• Informational meeting
One day conference held at Shippensburg University

In partnership with the SIAM Student Chapters at University of Delaware, George Mason University, and University of Pittsburgh

About 50 people attended

About 18 presentations including invited speaker Prof. Robert Ghrist from Pennsylvania State University

Panel with people from industry
• For the most part faculty organized the conference

• U Pitt Chapter was responsible for collecting abstracts and putting program together

For more info contact our faculty advisor Julia Arciero at jarcieroj@pitt.edu
Future Chapter Activities

• “Life after graduate school” panel for graduate students
• Allegheny Observatory trip
• Web-designing workshop
• FreeFem++ workshop